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Be My Valentine 
5 ½” X 4 ¼” base in Riding Hood Red, cut for a 
top fold.  Layers:  5 ¼” x 4” in black, 3 7/8 “ X 5 
1/8 “ polka dot DSP (Love Letter set), 3 ¼” 
square in black, 3 1/8” square Riding Hood 
Red, 3” in Very Vanilla.  Stamp 3” square 
multiple times with heart strings stamp.  Stamp 
heart once in red craft on red scrap, clear 
emboss.  Stamp heart sentiment in black craft 
on Vanilla scrap, black emboss.  Cut out heart 
and sentiment, glue sentiment to heart.  Adhere 
pearls to heart.  Assemble large layers, 
assemble square layers.  Pop dot square to 
large layers, pop dot heart to squares.  Tie 
ribbon choice around bottom edge of layers, 
adhere all to card base.  Stamp envelope flap 
with heart strings stamp. 

 
 
 
Valentine Defined 
Pretty in Pink card base in 5 ½” 
X 4 ¼”, top landscape folded.  
Layers:  4” X 2 ¼” Early 
Espresso, 3 7/8” X 2 5/8” in 
Whisper White.  Emboss card 
base with Tulip Frame 
embossing folder, aligning 
carefully.  Using markers, ink up 
definition stamp, referring to 
picture, and stamp in lower right 
corner.  Again using markers, 
ink bleeding heart plant stamp, 
and stamp to curve over 
sentiment.  Assemble layers.  
Adhere base ribbon, and pop dot the layers to the base.  Tie ribbon bow from 
ribbon spool, adhere to ribbon base with glue dot. 



Love Tree 
4 ¼” square card base in Real Red, 
Top fold.  Layers:  3 ¼” square in Old 
Olive, 2 3/8” square in Chocolate 
Chip, 2 ¼” square in Whisper White.  
Emboss green square in Lattice 
embossing folder.  In tree stamp in 
Old Olive – remove ink from trunk 
and three large hearts with aqua 
painter, and re-ink using markers.  
Huff and stamp on white square.  
Use 2-way glue pen on red hearts, 
and sprinkle with red glitter, shake
excess (back into the Tupperware!)  
Assemble three square layers, wrap 
red ribbon base around green 
square, tie in flourish.  Pop dot 

squares to card base.  Ink love stamp in red, stamp on white scrap, punch with 
oval punch.  Punch scalloped oval out of red scrap.  2-way glue and glitter dots 
desired in scallops.  Pop dot to lower right o

 off 

if 
f square. 

 
Candy Bar Bundle with Cupcake Clip 
This one is really mix and match!  Wrap 
thre Hershey bars in DSP squares of 
your choice, adhering with glue dots.  
Stack, and tie with ribbon, in a bow if 
desired.  Trim ends.  Select scrap for 
clothespin, adhere and trim.  Punch 
desired/mix-n-match pieces using 
cupcake punch, Bitty Tags stamp set 
and punch, and small heart punch.  
Adhere all to clip as desired with glue 
dots.  Note white rollerball pen accent 
on cherry.  Clip to ribbon! 


